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interpretation  The most notable difference occurs in the last verse, where the 
Old Greek reads, “I [Nebuchadnezzar] described the dream for him, and he 
[Daniel] showed me its entire interpretation [pasan tēn synkrisin]” (Dan 4:15 
[Dan 4:18 Eng ])  Both the mt and Theodotion read simply “interpretation” 
(Aramaic pišrā; Greek to synkrima)  The Old Greek at this point may suggest 
that the king did indeed have a partial understanding or interpretation of his 
dream before the fuller interpretation was granted  The addition of the Old 
Greek in Daniel 4:14a, which is part of the dream revealed to the king, is inter-
esting in this respect: “and he was delivered into prison and was bound by them 
with shackles and bronze manacles  I marveled exceedingly at all these things, 
and my sleep escaped from my eyes ” It is clear here that a very significant 
person and not a tree is in mind, which was part of the cause of the king’s 

“marveling” and his loss of sleep  This points further to the king realizing part 
of the interpretation of the symbolism of the tree in the dream itself, before its 
subsequent interpretation by Daniel; the king realized that the tree symbolized 
a significant person who was being depicted as being judged, and he may well 
have suspected that this person was himself  Daniel’s subsequent interpretation 
clarified and more fully revealed this picture to the king 

Table 1.1

Masoretic Text (nasb) Old Greek Theodotion

Dan 4:10 Now these were the 
visions in my mind as I lay on my 
bed: I was looking, and behold, 
there was a tree in the midst of the 
earth and its height was great.

Dan 4:7 (10) I was sleeping, 
and lo, a tall tree was growing on 
the earth. Its appearance was huge, 
and there was no other like it.

Dan 4:7 (10) Upon my bed I 
was looking, and lo, a tree was at 
the center of the earth, and its 
height was great.

Dan 4:11 The tree grew large 
and became strong And its height 
reached to the sky, And it was 
visible to the end of the whole 
earth.

Dan 4:8 (11) And its 
appearance was great. Its crown 
came close to heaven, and its span 
to the clouds, filling the area under 
heaven. The sun and the moon 
dwelled in it and illuminated the 
whole earth.

Dan 4:8 (11) The tree grew 
great and strong, and its top 
reached as far as heaven, and its 
span to the ends of the whole earth.

Dan 4:12 Its foliage was 
beautiful and its fruit abundant, 
And in it was food for all. The beasts 
of the field found shade under it, 
And the birds of the sky dwelt in its 
branches, And all living creatures 
fed themselves from it.

Dan 4:9 (12) Its branches were 
about thirty stadia long, and all the 
animals of the earth found shade 
under it, and the birds of the air 
hatched their brood in it. Its fruit 
was abundant and good, and it 
sustained all living creatures.

Dan 4:9 (12) Its foliage was 
beautiful, and its fruit abundant, and 
food for all was on it. And the wild 
animals dwelled under it, and the 
birds of the air lived in its branches, 
and from it all flesh was fed.
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Masoretic Text (nasb) Old Greek Theodotion

Dan 4:13 I was looking in the 
visions in my mind as I lay on my 
bed, and behold, an angelic  
watcher, a holy one, descended 
from heaven.

Dan 4:10 (13) I continued 
looking in my sleep; lo, an angel 
was sent in power out of heaven.

Dan 4:10 (13) I continued 
looking in the vision of the night 
while on my bed, and lo, there was 
an Ir, and a holy one descended 
from heaven.

Dan 4:14 He shouted out and 
spoke as follows: “Chop down the 
tree and cut off its branches, Strip 
off its foliage and scatter its fruit; 
Let the beasts flee from under it 
And the birds from its branches.

Dan 4:11 (14) And he called 
and said: “Cut it down, and destroy 
it, for it has been decreed by the 
Most High to uproot and render it 
useless.”

Dan 4:11 (14) And he called 
mightily, and thus he said: “Cut 
down the tree, and pluck out its 
branches, and strip off its foliage, 
and scatter its fruit. Let the animals 
be shaken beneath it, and the birds 
from its branches.

Dan 4:15 “Yet leave the stump 
with its roots in the ground, But 
with a band of iron and bronze 
around it In the new grass of the 
field; And let him be drenched with 
the dew of heaven, And let him 
share with the beasts in the grass of 
the earth.

Dan 4:12 (15) And thus he 
said: “Spare one of its roots in the 
ground so that he may feed on 
grass like an ox with the animals of 
the earth in the mountains,

Dan 4:12 (15) “Nevertheless, 
leave the growth of its roots in the 
ground and with a band of iron and 
bronze, and he will lie in the tender 
grass of the outdoors and in the 
dew of heaven. And his lot will be 
with the animals in the grass of the 
earth.

Dan 4:16 “Let his mind be 
changed from that of a man And let 
a beast’s mind be given to him, And 
let seven periods of time pass over 
him.

Dan 4:13 (16) “and his body 
may be changed from the dew of 
heaven, and he may graze with 
them for seven years

Dan 4:13 (16) “His heart will 
be changed from that of humans, 
and the heart of an animal will be 
given to him, and seven seasons 
will be altered over him.

Dan 4:17 “This sentence is by 
the decree of the angelic watchers 
And the decision is a command of 
the holy ones, In order that the 
living may know That the Most 
High is ruler over the realm of 
mankind, And bestows it on whom 
He wishes And sets over it the 
lowliest of men.”

Dan 4:14 (17) “until he 
acknowledges that the Lord of 
heaven has authority over 
everything which is in heaven and 
which is on the earth and does with 
them whatever he wishes.” [14a] It 
was cut down before me in one day, 
and its destruction was in one hour 
of the day. And its branches were 
given to every wind, and it was 
dragged and thrown away. He ate 
grass with the animals of the earth. 
And he was delivered into prison 
and was bound by them with 
shackles and bronze manacles. I 
marveled exceedingly at all these 
things, and my sleep escaped from 
my eyes.

Dan 4:14 (17) “The sentence is 
by meaning of Ir, and the demand 
is the word of holy ones in order 
that those alive may know that the 
Most High is Lord of the kingdom of 
humans, and he will give it to 
whom he will, and he will set over 
it what is contemned of humans.”
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46 Hidden But Now R evealed

Masoretic Text (nasb) Old Greek Theodotion

Dan 4:18 “This is the dream 
which I, King Nebuchadnezzar, have 
seen. Now you, Belteshazzar, tell 
me its interpretation, inasmuch as 
none of the wise men of my 
kingdom is able to make known to 
me the interpretation [pišrāʾ]; but 
you are able, for a spirit of the holy 
gods is in you.

Dan 4:15 (18) And when I 
arose in the morning from my bed, I 
called Daniel, the ruler of the 
savants and the leader of those 
who decide dreams, and I described 
the dream for him, and he showed 
me its entire interpretation [pasan 
tēn synkrisin].

Dan 4:15 (18) This is the 
dream that I, King 
Nabouchodonosor, saw. And you, 
Baltasar, tell the meaning, since all 
the sages of my kingdom are 
unable to explain to me the 
meaning [to synkrima]. But you, 
Daniel, are able, because a holy, 
divine spirit is in you.

If this is a correct understanding of the Old Greek, it shows what the Greek 
translator thought was the meaning of the Aramaic text of Daniel 4, and it is 
in line with our earlier definition of mystery in this chapter—an initial, partially 
hidden revelation that is subsequently more fully revealed 
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52 Hidden But Now R evealed

or “latter days”16 is probably a direct allusion to Daniel 2:28-29 (see table 2 1)  
Apparently, the Targums perceived a tension in Jacob’s revelation concerning 
the end and his prophetic blessing on his children in Genesis 49:2-27, for Jacob 
received revelation concerning the very end of history but failed to relate the 
specifics to his offspring  The Targums ease the tension by commenting that 
the disclosed mystery—the latter-day specificities—was revealed for a short 
period of time then subsequently hidden 

Table 2.1

Genesis 49:1 (Neofiti) Daniel 2:28

“As soon as the end was revealed to him, the mystery 
was hidden from him. . . . As soon as the mystery was 
revealed to him.”

“There is a God in heaven who reveals mysteries, and 
he has made known to King Nebuchadnezzar what 
will take place in the latter days.”

Nevertheless, the thrust of the passage is that Jacob received a revelation or 
mystery concerning end-time events  According to the book of Daniel, the 
term end expresses an eschatological conception, since it is repeatedly located 
in eschatological contexts throughout and appears to be interchangeable with 
the phrase “latter days ”17 Thus there does appear to be an awareness of the 
Danielic mystery in Genesis 49:1 (Neofiti) 18

In sum, the word mystery, though often used noneschatologically in the 
Targums,19 still retains its apocalyptic flavor on some occasions  The coupling 
of the term with the “end” or “latter days” shows that mystery can be eschato-
logical in the Targums 

Conclusion
The following is a summary of the relevant facets of mystery in Judaism, which 

16The mt of Gen 49:1 explicitly uses the phrase “latter days,” thus linking it with other eschatological 
texts (e.g., Is 2:2; Dan 2:28). Note also strong end-time overtones in the use of mystery in the Num 
24:14-17 Targum, where also “the end of the last days” occurs.

17Dan 8:19; 9:27; 11:13, 27; 12:13; cf. Dan 11:35; 12:4, 7.
18Roger Syrén, The Blessings in the Targums: A Study on the Targumic Interpretations of Genesis 49 and 

Deuteronomy 33, Acta Academiae Aboensis 64/1 (Abo: Abo Akademi, 1986), p. 121. Martin Mc-
Namara also suggests that the same language “shows dependence on apocalyptic texts, e.g., Dan 
2:18, 28, 30, 47f.” Targum Neofiti 1: Genesis: Translated, with Apparatus and Notes (Collegeville, MN: 
Liturgical, 1992), p. 215. 

19In some instances, the term mystery in the targumic literature means a heavenly “secret/council” 
(Mic 4:12; Ps 25:14; 89:8; 91:1; 111:1; Job 15:8; 29:4) or simply a mundane “secret” or “counsel” 
(Gen 49:6 [Tg. Onq.]; Josh 2:1; Judg 4:21; 9:31; 1 Sam 18:22; 24:5; 2 Kings 6:11; Ezek 13:9; Ps 55:15; 
64:3; 83:4; Job 19:19; Prov 3:32; 11:13; 15:22; 20:19; 25:9; Ruth 3:7).
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tween comprehension and inability to perceive  At times they understand, 
though not fully, Jesus’ identity and mission (e g , Mk 8:29), and at other times 
they lack insight (e g , Mk 8:17)  Similar to the disciples, the crowds are often-
times viewed as unable to comprehend Jesus’ mission, though occasionally they 
have insight  The Jewish leadership, however, appears hardened and unable to 
perceive  Consequently, for some the revelation is only temporarily hidden, 
while for others it is permanently hidden 18

Psalm 78:2 in Matthew 13:35
One of Jesus’ unique traits as presented by the Synoptics is his desire to speak 
publically in parables  In Matthew 13:34, Matthew claims that Jesus only spoke to 
the outsiders or the crowds in parables: “All these things Jesus spoke to the crowds 
in parables, and He did not speak to them without a parable ” But if Jesus desires 
that his audience gain understanding, then why not speak openly? The notion of 
parables is tethered to this theme of hiddenness, particularly “permanent hid-
denness ” Critical to our understanding of hiddenness and the notion of mystery 
is the use of Psalm 78:2 in Matthew 13:35: “This was to fulfill what was spoken 
through the prophet: ‘I will open my mouth in parables; I will utter things hidden 
since the foundation of the world’” (Mt 13:35)  It is worthwhile to note the dif-
ference between Matthew’s text and the Greek Old Testament (lxx) (see table 3 1) 

Table 3.1

Psalm 77:2 lxx (Eng. Ps 78:2) Matthew 13:35

“I will open my mouth in a parable; I will utter 
problems from of old.”

“I will open my mouth in parables; I will utter things 
hidden since the foundation of the world.”

anoixō en parabolais to stoma mou, phthegxomai 
problēmata ap’ archēs.

“I will open my mouth in a parable; I will utter dark 
sayings of old” (mt)

anoixō en parabolais to stoma mou, ereuxomai 
kekrymmena apo katabolēs [kosmou].

The first clause is identical in both texts, but the second differs significantly  

rated in and through the disciples. They are “blessed” (Mt 13:16) in fulfillment of Dan 12:12 
(“blessed is he who keeps waiting and attains to the” fulfillment).

18It should be noted that there is a kind of “middle” group: unbelievers who are temporarily hardened 
and lack understanding, but then their ears are opened and they understand and join the group of 
enlightened believers. However, it is clear that some remain permanently hardened and without 
understanding.
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Mystery in Romans 16
Christ and the mystery. The term mystery is found once again in Romans 
16:25-26:

Now to Him who is able to establish you according to my gospel and the 
preaching of Jesus Christ, according to the revelation of the mystery which has 
been kept secret for long ages past, but now is manifested, and by the Scriptures 
of the prophets, according to the commandment of the eternal God, has been 
made known to all the nations, leading to obedience of faith 

The mystery of Romans 16 is stated only very generally and most likely entails 
some idea of the reversal of salvific patterns discussed in Romans 11  Most ac-
knowledge that the concluding phrase “made known to all the nations, leading 
to obedience of faith” is a repetition of Romans 1:5, “to bring about the obe-
dience of faith among all the Gentiles ” Some have observed that Psalm 2:8 (“I 
will surely give the nations as your inheritance”) stands behind this expression 
in Romans 1:5 17 Psalm 2:8 may be alluded to in Roman 1:5 and Romans 16:16  
In addition to Psalm 2:8 playing a role in Romans 1:4-5, Genesis 49:10 appears 
to lie behind the notable phrase “obedience of faith among all the nations” in 
Romans 1 18

Table 4.1

Genesis 49:10b Romans 1:4-5 (cf. almost identically Rom 16:25)

“To him [the coming Israelite conqueror] . . . 
shall be the obedience of the peoples.”

“Jesus Christ . . . through whom we have received grace and 
apostleship to bring about the obedience of faith among all 
the Gentiles [lit. nations].”

We will briefly explore the validity of the Genesis allusion for both Romans 
1 and Romans 16, and then discuss its interpretative significance in relation to 
the Psalm 2 allusion and, finally, to the meaning of mystery in Roman 16  The 
close resemblance of the two expressions in Romans 1 and Romans 16 points 
to an allusion to Genesis 49:10 (see table 4 1), especially since Judaism and 
Revelation 5:5 identify the ruler of the Genesis passage respectively with the 

17See D. B. Garlington, “Obedience of Faith in the Letter to the Romans,” WTJ 52 (1990): 203. Rom 
1:3-4 may well be an echo of Ps 2:7: “I will surely tell of the decree of the Lord: he said to me, ‘You 
are my Son, today I have begotten you.’”

18See Garlington, “Obedience of Faith,” p. 203, who appears to see some degree of reference both to 
Gen 49:10 and Ps 2:8-9, but he only cites the references and does not develop his view; see also Chip 
Anderson, “Romans 1:1-5 and the Occasion of the Letter: The Solution to the Two-Congregation 
Problem in Rome,” TJ 14 (1993): 38, who elaborates more on a definite connection to Gen 49. 
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124 Hidden But Now R evealed

and Jewish texts about the temple 19 If these Old Testament texts are in mind 
in these two metaphors (which appears plausible), then it may not be a matter 
of coincidence that additional Old Testament texts may lie behind Paul’s final 
metaphor concerning stewardship 

If the Danielic background of mystery in 1 Corinthians 2:1, 7 is still in mind 
in 1 Corinthians 4:1, the clause “one be found faithful” (1 Cor 4:2) could echo 
the person of Daniel in Daniel 6:4 (see table 5 1)  Daniel 6:4 does not explicitly 
say that Daniel was “found faithful” but it comes very close to saying that 

Table 5.1

Daniel 6:4 Theod. (Dan 6:4 mt) 1 Corinthians 4:2

“They could not find any pretext or corruption against 
him, because he was faithful.”

mt: “they could find no ground of accusation or 
evidence of corruption, inasmuch as he was faithful, 
and no negligence or corruption was to be found in 
him.”

“In this case, moreover, it is required of stewards that 
one be found trustworthy.”

Theodotian: pasan prophasin kai paraptōma kai 
amblakēma ouch heuron kat autou hoti pistos ēn

hōde loipon zēteitai en tois oikonomois, hina pistos tis 
heurethē

Furthermore, in Daniel 2:45, the interpretation of the dream by Daniel is 
called “faithful”: “the dream is true and its interpretation is trustworthy [pistē]” 
(OG)  The verb “to be faithful” or “certain” (ʾmn) is used only three times in the 
book of Daniel (Dan 2:45; 6:5, 24) and is always translated with the Greek 
cognate pist- (the verb pisteuō occurs in Dan 6:24)  In Daniel 2:45, the reve-
lation of the mystery by Daniel is deemed “faithful” (cf  Rev 22:6), for the 
message entails end-time events that have already come to pass during the 
ministry of Daniel (e g , Dan 4:28-37; 5:30), and those events which are certain 
to occur but await final fulfillment  Therefore, in light of the book of Daniel, 
both the message from Daniel and the messenger are deemed faithful 

Though Paul’s “faithfulness” may be analogous to both the figure of Daniel 
and the declaration of the Danielic mystery, these connections do not exhaust 
the significance of a faithful steward in 1 Corinthians 4:1-5  Paul considers 
himself to be in a mediatory position between God and the Corinthians, which 

19Ex 31:4; 35:31-32, 35; 1 Kings 5–6; 2 Chron 3–4; Ps 92:12-15; Ezek 17:5, 7; 1QS VIII, 5; 1QH VIII, 
4-11; CD I, 7; cf. G. K. Beale, The Temple and the Church’s Mission, NSBT 17 (Downers Grove, IL: 
InterVarsity Press, 2004), pp. 246-52.
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Table 6.1

Daniel 7:14, 27 Ephesians 1:20-21

7:14 (Theodotion): “And to him [the son of man] was 
given the rule [hē archē]. . . . His authority is an 
everlasting authority [hē exousia autou exousia 
aiōnios], which will not pass away, and his kingship 
will not be destroyed.”

7:27 (Old Greek): “And the kingdom and the authority 
[exousian] and the magnitude of all their kingdoms 
and of all rule [archēn pasōn] of the kingdoms, which 
are under heaven [ouranon], he [God] shall give to the 
holy people of the Most High, to reign over an 
everlasting kingdom, and all authorities [pasai hai 
exousiai] will be subjected to him and obey him until 
the conclusion of the world” (so likewise Dan 7:27 in 
Theodotion)

“[God] seated him [Christ] . . . in the heavenlies 
[epouraniois] far above all rule and authority [pasēs 
archēs kai exousias] and power and dominion, and 
every name that is named, not only in this age but 
also in the one to come.”

While the focus in Daniel 7:13-14 is on a universal earthly rule, the use of heaven 
in Daniel 7:13, 27 (see above) and the mention of an evil heavenly “ruler” (ho 
archōn) of Persia (and of Greece, Dan 10:20)13 and a good heavenly “ruler” 
(archōn) in Daniel 10:13 hint that this rule extends to the heavenly regions  In 
particular, that the rule of the “Son of Man” in Daniel 7:13-14 includes a future 
rule even over the heavenly regions is apparent from Daniel 10:13, 16-21, where 
a “Son of Man” (Dan 10:16 Theod ) gives revelation to Daniel that includes the 

“Son of Man” together with the angel Michael presently “fighting against the 
[heavenly] ruler of the Persians       and the [heavenly] ruler of the Greeks ” In 
this respect, how could the “Son of Man” rule over the earthly realm of Persia 
and Greece in his future end-time universal earthly rule (so Dan 7:13-14), if this 
did not also mean that he would rule over the evil heavenly angelic counter-
parts and representatives of these earthly nations? That, in fact, the “Son of 
Man” in past history had already begun to rule victoriously over these evil 
heavenly forces points to his consummative eschatological rule over such 
forces  These are significant clues that point in the Old Testament itself to the 
coming Messiah’s rule in both earth and heaven, which Christ is seen as ful-
filling in Ephesians 1:9-10, 21-22 

One more consideration suggests that the Old Testament hinted at the 

Manson, for the notion that the Son of Man is portrayed in Dan 7:13 as coming to the heavenly 
sphere to receive his authority from God.

13Though archōn is not used of “the prince of Greece” in Dan 10:20.
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Table 6.2

Daniel 2:28 (Theodotion) Ephesians 3:3

“There is a God in heaven revealing mysteries, and he 
has made known to King Nabouchodonosor 
[apokalyptōn mystēria kai egnōrisen tō basilei] what 
must happen at the end of days.”

“By revelation there was made known to me the 
mystery” (kata apokalypsin egnōristhē moi to 
mystērion)

What added significance could the Daniel background contribute to what we 
have concluded thus far about the unveiled mystery? As in Daniel 2, in paral-
lelism with Daniel 7 (where the stone is parallel to the Son of Man),31 the Ephesian 
mystery concerns the Messiah establishing Israel’s kingdom following his defeat 
of evil rulers in the end time (as we saw in Eph 1:9-10, 20-22; cf  also Eph 3:5, 10 
[“now”]; cf  Gal 4:4) 32 It is likely that the establishment of the kingdom in Daniel 
2 includes Gentiles who are incorporated into the worldwide kingdom  The 
reason for this is that the stone that demolished the colossus representing op-
posing evil kingdom is said subsequently to have “become a great mountain” and 

“filled the whole earth” (Dan 2:35)  The stone, representing God’s kingdom, rules 
over the entire earth  Would this not include ruling over Gentiles who submit to 
this rule? We know from other Old Testament prophecies that not all Gentiles 
will be judged at the eschaton but some will trust in God and submit willingly to 
his rule (e g , Is 2:2-4; 11:10, 12)  That this to some degree is included in the image 
of God’s kingdom filling the earth is apparent from the parallel in Daniel 7:13-14, 
where the Son of Man’s eternal, eschatological kingdom and dominion focus on 

“all the people, nations, and men of every tongue       [who] serve him ”

31Note also that 4 Ezra 13:1-11 very closely associates the Dan 7 Son of Man with the stone of Dan 2 
in portraying the defeat of the enemy nations: e.g., see 4 Ezra 13:6: “he [the Son of Man] carved out 
for himself a great mountain, and flew up upon it.”

32That the mystery in Eph 3 is clearly developing the mystery mentioned in Eph 1 is apparent from 
noticing the parallel wording between Eph 1:9-10 and 3:9-10, which also show both being con-
cerned with the mystery as an aspect of inaugurated eschatology:

Table 6.3 (from footnote 32)

Ephesians 1:9-10 Ephesians 3:9-10

“Having made known the mystery . . . with a view to a 
household management of the fullness of the times”
(gnōrisas hēmin to mystērion . . . eis oikonomian tou 
plērōmatos tōn kairōn)

“A household management of the mystery which has 
been hidden from the ages . . . in order that it should 
be made known now”
(oikonomia tou mystēriou tou apokekrymmenou apo 
tōn aiōnōn . . . hina gnōristhē nyn)
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Table 6.2

Daniel 2:28 (Theodotion) Ephesians 3:3

“There is a God in heaven revealing mysteries, and he 
has made known to King Nabouchodonosor 
[apokalyptōn mystēria kai egnōrisen tō basilei] what 
must happen at the end of days.”

“By revelation there was made known to me the 
mystery” (kata apokalypsin egnōristhē moi to 
mystērion)

What added significance could the Daniel background contribute to what we 
have concluded thus far about the unveiled mystery? As in Daniel 2, in paral-
lelism with Daniel 7 (where the stone is parallel to the Son of Man),31 the Ephesian 
mystery concerns the Messiah establishing Israel’s kingdom following his defeat 
of evil rulers in the end time (as we saw in Eph 1:9-10, 20-22; cf  also Eph 3:5, 10 
[“now”]; cf  Gal 4:4) 32 It is likely that the establishment of the kingdom in Daniel 
2 includes Gentiles who are incorporated into the worldwide kingdom  The 
reason for this is that the stone that demolished the colossus representing op-
posing evil kingdom is said subsequently to have “become a great mountain” and 

“filled the whole earth” (Dan 2:35)  The stone, representing God’s kingdom, rules 
over the entire earth  Would this not include ruling over Gentiles who submit to 
this rule? We know from other Old Testament prophecies that not all Gentiles 
will be judged at the eschaton but some will trust in God and submit willingly to 
his rule (e g , Is 2:2-4; 11:10, 12)  That this to some degree is included in the image 
of God’s kingdom filling the earth is apparent from the parallel in Daniel 7:13-14, 
where the Son of Man’s eternal, eschatological kingdom and dominion focus on 

“all the people, nations, and men of every tongue       [who] serve him ”

31Note also that 4 Ezra 13:1-11 very closely associates the Dan 7 Son of Man with the stone of Dan 2 
in portraying the defeat of the enemy nations: e.g., see 4 Ezra 13:6: “he [the Son of Man] carved out 
for himself a great mountain, and flew up upon it.”

32That the mystery in Eph 3 is clearly developing the mystery mentioned in Eph 1 is apparent from 
noticing the parallel wording between Eph 1:9-10 and 3:9-10, which also show both being con-
cerned with the mystery as an aspect of inaugurated eschatology:

Table 6.3 (from footnote 32)

Ephesians 1:9-10 Ephesians 3:9-10

“Having made known the mystery . . . with a view to a 
household management of the fullness of the times”
(gnōrisas hēmin to mystērion . . . eis oikonomian tou 
plērōmatos tōn kairōn)

“A household management of the mystery which has 
been hidden from the ages . . . in order that it should 
be made known now”
(oikonomia tou mystēriou tou apokekrymmenou apo 
tōn aiōnōn . . . hina gnōristhē nyn)
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imagery from the Old Testament about God’s relationship to Israel stands 
behind this use of the marriage analogy ”63 In the Old Testament, as we have 
seen, Israel is the Lord’s bride  In the same way, Paul claims that the church is 
Christ’s “body” (Eph 5:23) and his bride: “Christ loved the church and gave 
Himself up for her, that He might sanctify her       that He might present to 
Himself the church in all her glory” (Eph 5:25-27)  Strengthening this sug-
gestion is that Ephesians 5:26 is an allusion to Ezekiel 16:9 (see table 6 4) 64 As 
we saw above, Ezekiel 16 speaks of God rescuing Israel from abandonment and 
marrying her, a notion that corresponds to Christ’s marriage to the church  
Both passages also even mention the cleansing of the bride with “water ”

Table 6.4

Ezekiel 16:9 Ephesians 5:26

“Then I bathed you with water [en hydati], washed 
off your blood from you and anointed you with oil.”

“So that He might sanctify her, having cleansed her by the 
washing of water [hydatos] with the word.”

Though Paul has already established the marriage relationship in the pre-
vious context on firm grounds (Eph 5:23-29), he finally reveals in Ephesians 
5:31-32 (the Gen 2:24 quotation and the “mystery”) that this relationship was 
actually anticipated in the primeval couple’s marriage  The revealed mystery in 
Ephesians 5 therefore refers to Paul’s perception that Adam and Eve’s union in 
marriage typologically corresponds to Christ and the church  The Old Testament 
contains historical patterns that foreshadow or anticipate corresponding 
events at a later time period (i e , the “latter days”)  The nation Israel, its kings, 
prophets, priests and its significant redemptive episodes composed the es-
sential ingredients of this sacred history  It is within this framework where 
Adam and Eve’s marriage plays a prominent role  Paul views Adam and Eve’s 
marriage in Genesis 2:24 (and all subsequent marriages in the pre–New Tes-
tament epoch) to foreshadow Christ’s marriage to the church  What facilitated 
this typology was the Lord’s marriage relationship to Israel, which itself was 
linked to Genesis 2:24 and which was also typological of Christ and the church, 

63O’Brien, Ephesians, p. 420. Cf. Sampley, ‘One Flesh,’ p. 49, who claims, “A definite relationship of 
dependence existed between Ephesians and the YHWH-Israel hieros gamos [sacred marriage] of 
Ezekiel and Song of Songs. Ezekiel and Song of Songs show greatest affinity to Ephesians in their 
emphasis on the bride, the betrothal of the bride and related washing in water” (our brackets).

64Several commentators affirm this allusion to Ezek 16:9 in Eph 5:26: e.g., O’Brien, Ephesians, p. 422; 
Thielman, “Ephesians,” p. 826.
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Table 6.5

Colossians 4:2-3 Ephesians 6:18-20

“Devote yourselves to prayer, keeping alert in it with an 
attitude of thanksgiving; praying at the same time for 
us as well, that God will open up to us a door for the 
word, so that we may speak forth the mystery of 
Christ, for which I have also been imprisoned; that I 
may make it clear in the way I ought to speak.”

“With all prayer and petition pray at all times in the 
Spirit, and with this in view, be on the alert with all 
perseverance and petition for all the saints, and pray 
on my behalf, that utterance may be given to me in 
the opening of my mouth, to make known with 
boldness the mystery of the gospel, for which I am an 
ambassador in chains; that in proclaiming it I may 
speak boldly, as I ought to speak.”

The centrality of the gospel, that is, the death and resurrection of Christ and 
their implications, formulates a fundamentally new phenomenon  Though an-
ticipated and prophesied in the Old Testament (e g , Rom 1:2; 16:25-26; 1 Cor 
15:3-4), the gospel contains new elements  For example, as we have already seen 
in our discussion of 1 Corinthians 1–2, the crucifixion is labeled a mystery 
because it was not as clear in the Old Testament that the Messiah would suffer 
and conquer in the midst of death and defeat  Also, that not all the righteous 
but the Messiah alone would first be resurrected is also a mystery  The Old 
Testament foretells of a resurrection of all the righteous but not of solely the 
Messiah 68 These two cardinal truths, absolutely central to the gospel, should 
be understood as revealed mysteries 

Another dimension of the “mystery of the gospel” is its relationship to events 
occurring in the “latter days ” One salient characteristic of mystery is its end-
time connotations  The book of Daniel and early Judaism make this point  The 
mystery of the gospel concerns God’s eschatological actions in Christ and the 
splitting of the ages 69

These aspects of the “mystery of the gospel” would appear to be included to 
one degree or another in the thickly packed meaning of Ephesians 6:19 

Conclusion
We have attempted to demonstrate the significance of the disclosed mystery in 
the book of Ephesians by not only studying how the term mystery functions 
throughout the book but also by evaluating the concept in light of the Old 

68See pp. 289-91, for further discussion of this theme.
69For a helpful discussion on the relation between eschatology, Paul’s gospel, and mystery, see Her-

man Ridderbos, Paul: An Outline of His Theology, trans. John Richard de Witt (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1977), pp. 49-53.
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guidance of the Spirit, which result in new interpretative developments though still 
consistent with the Old Testament idea  Thus, though Daniel may not always be in 
mind in all of these uses, the notion of an eschatological prophecy needing further 
inspired interpretation is  While such a notion appears not always to be directly 
allusive to Daniel 2, this idea of “mystery” probably had its ultimate origin there  

How do these uses of “mystery” in Daniel and especially elsewhere in the New 
Testament relate to those in Colossians 1? The wording of the “mystery” phrase-
ology in Colossians 1:26-27 appears to be based on the verses in Daniel 2 6

Table 7.1

Daniel 2 (Old Greek; authors’ trans.) Colossians 1:26-27 (authors’ trans.)

“The mystery [mystērion] was revealed . . . [the one] 
giving wisdom [sophian] to the wise and knowledge 
to ones knowing understanding [synesin]” (vv. 
19-21); “he makes known . . . the hidden things 
[apokrypha]” (v. 22); “The one revealing mysteries 
and he made known [mystēria, egnōrisen]” (v. 28; so 
virtually identically v. 29 and similarly v. 30, while 
the following mss. of the Theodotionic tradition read 

“he made known this mystery [egnōrisen to touto 
mystērion]”: 230; the same phrase without touto is 
read in mss. 106 and 584 of A and in the Armenian). 
The Old Greek differs somewhat with Theodotion. 

“The hidden mystery [to mystērion to 
apokekrymmenon] . . . manifested to his saints to 
whom God willed to make known [gnōrisai] what is 
the richness of the glory of this mystery [mystēriou]” 
(for some of these text comparisons, see H. Hübner, 
Vetus Testamentum in Novo 2 [Göttingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1997], p. 530). In addition 
to these parallels, note the use of “wisdom [sophia]” 
and “understanding [synesis]” in direct relation  
to “mystery” in Col 2:2-3 and Eph 3:3-10. 

The above underlined lexical combinations are found only in Daniel 2, Ephe-
sians 3:3, 9, and Colossians 1-2  And, as in Ephesians 3, so also here the wording 
expresses eschatological realities likewise in line with the end-time focus of the 
Daniel 2 “mystery” (e g , Dan 2:28-29, 44-45) 7 Daniel concerns the estab-
lishment of the eschatological kingdom, and Ephesians and Colossians focus 
on the end-time messianic king (christos) and the “mystery” revolving around 
him  The explicit identification of the “mystery” in Colossians 1:27 as “Christ 
in you [the Gentiles],” and the similar identification of the “mystery” as Christ 
in Colossians 2:2, point to the same kind of mystery as in Ephesians 3: Jews and 

6The following discussion of the allusions to Dan 2 and Prov 3 in this chapter is based on G. K. Beale, 
“Colossians” in Commentary on the New Testament Use of the Old Testament, ed. G. K. Beale and 
D. A. Carson (Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2007), pp. 858-60.

7See Jean-Noël Aletti, Saint Paul Épitre Aux Colossiens, Études Bibliques no. 20 (Paris: J. Gabalda, 1993), 
pp. 156-57, who sees Daniel 2 broadly as the background for “mystery” in Col 1:27-27; cf. Michael Wolter, 
Der Brief an die Kolosser; Der Brief Philemon, Ökumenischer Taschenbuchkommentar zum Neuen 
Testament Band 12 (Gütersloh: Gütersloher Verl.-Haus Mohn/Würzburg: Echter-Verl, 1993), p. 104, 
who understands “mystery” here generally against the background of Jewish apocalyptic and Qumran.
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texts, Daniel 2 and Proverbs 2, integrating them into the content of mystery.
Colossians 2:3 explains that in Christ, who is the “mystery” (Col 2:2), are 

hidden all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge  We have already seen that 
the “mystery” has its background in Daniel 2  The same Daniel 2 background 
continues here but, as we will see, is supplemented by Proverbs:

Table 7.2

Daniel 2 (Theodotian [NETS]) Colossians 2:2-3 (authors’ trans.)

“The mystery [mystērion] was revealed . . . [the one] 
giving wisdom [sophian] to the wise and knowledge 
to ones knowing understanding [synesin]” (vv. 19-21); 

“he makes known the hidden things [apokrypha]”  
(v. 22).

“Unto all the richness of the full assurance of 
understanding [syneseōs], unto a knowledge of the 
mystery [mystēriou] of God, which is Christ, in whom 
are hidden [apokryphoi] all the treasures of wisdom 
[sophias] and knowledge.”

Thus the idea of the inauguration of the prophesied Daniel 2 kingdom con-
tinues from Colossians 1:26-27 here  Not only believing Jews but also Gentiles are 
a part of this kingdom  It is best, however, to see the Daniel 2 allusion now merged 
with Proverbs 2:3-6 and leading Paul to focus on the latter text in verse 3:

Table 7.3

Proverbs 2:3-6 Colossians 2:2-3

“For if you should call upon wisdom [sophian], utter 
your voice for understanding [synesei], and if . . . you 
should search for her as treasures [thēsaurous] [in 
place of “treasures” in Prov. 2:4, Sym. and Theod. read 
hidden things (ta apokrypha)], then you will 
understand [synēseis] . . . and find the knowledge 
[epignōsin] of God. For the Lord gives wisdom 
[sophian], and from his presence is knowledge 
[gnōsis] and understanding [synesis].”

“Unto all the richness of the full assurance of 
understanding [syneseōs], unto a knowledge 
[epignōsin] of the mystery, which is Christ, in whom 
are hidden [apokryphoi] all the treasures [thēsauroi] 
of wisdom [sophias] and knowledge [gnōseōs].”
(For some of these text comparisons, see Hübner, 
Vetus Testamentum in Novo 2, pp. 532, 534.)

Though “wisdom (sophia)” and “understanding (synēsis)” (and occasionally 
even the additional word “knowledge [gnōsis]”) occur together throughout the 
lxx, all of the unique word combinations in table 7 3 are found only in Proverbs 2 
and Colossians 2  Furthermore, the validity of the Proverbs reference is to be 
seen in the prior emphasis on Christ as epitomizing true “wisdom” in Colossians 
1:15-17 (many commentators see Prov 8:22-31 as part of the possible back-
ground in Col 1:15-17) 16 That identification rises to the surface again here  It may 

16Cf. Wolter, Der Brief an die Kolosser; Der Brief Philemon, pp. 111-12, who sees Paul’s “treasures of 
wisdom” to be reflective of a common metaphor used for “wisdom” in early Judaism, though he 
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texts, Daniel 2 and Proverbs 2, integrating them into the content of mystery.
Colossians 2:3 explains that in Christ, who is the “mystery” (Col 2:2), are 

hidden all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge  We have already seen that 
the “mystery” has its background in Daniel 2  The same Daniel 2 background 
continues here but, as we will see, is supplemented by Proverbs:

Table 7.2

Daniel 2 (Theodotian [NETS]) Colossians 2:2-3 (authors’ trans.)

“The mystery [mystērion] was revealed . . . [the one] 
giving wisdom [sophian] to the wise and knowledge 
to ones knowing understanding [synesin]” (vv. 19-21); 

“he makes known the hidden things [apokrypha]”  
(v. 22).

“Unto all the richness of the full assurance of 
understanding [syneseōs], unto a knowledge of the 
mystery [mystēriou] of God, which is Christ, in whom 
are hidden [apokryphoi] all the treasures of wisdom 
[sophias] and knowledge.”

Thus the idea of the inauguration of the prophesied Daniel 2 kingdom con-
tinues from Colossians 1:26-27 here  Not only believing Jews but also Gentiles are 
a part of this kingdom  It is best, however, to see the Daniel 2 allusion now merged 
with Proverbs 2:3-6 and leading Paul to focus on the latter text in verse 3:

Table 7.3

Proverbs 2:3-6 Colossians 2:2-3

“For if you should call upon wisdom [sophian], utter 
your voice for understanding [synesei], and if . . . you 
should search for her as treasures [thēsaurous] [in 
place of “treasures” in Prov. 2:4, Sym. and Theod. read 
hidden things (ta apokrypha)], then you will 
understand [synēseis] . . . and find the knowledge 
[epignōsin] of God. For the Lord gives wisdom 
[sophian], and from his presence is knowledge 
[gnōsis] and understanding [synesis].”

“Unto all the richness of the full assurance of 
understanding [syneseōs], unto a knowledge 
[epignōsin] of the mystery, which is Christ, in whom 
are hidden [apokryphoi] all the treasures [thēsauroi] 
of wisdom [sophias] and knowledge [gnōseōs].”
(For some of these text comparisons, see Hübner, 
Vetus Testamentum in Novo 2, pp. 532, 534.)

Though “wisdom (sophia)” and “understanding (synēsis)” (and occasionally 
even the additional word “knowledge [gnōsis]”) occur together throughout the 
lxx, all of the unique word combinations in table 7 3 are found only in Proverbs 2 
and Colossians 2  Furthermore, the validity of the Proverbs reference is to be 
seen in the prior emphasis on Christ as epitomizing true “wisdom” in Colossians 
1:15-17 (many commentators see Prov 8:22-31 as part of the possible back-
ground in Col 1:15-17) 16 That identification rises to the surface again here  It may 

16Cf. Wolter, Der Brief an die Kolosser; Der Brief Philemon, pp. 111-12, who sees Paul’s “treasures of 
wisdom” to be reflective of a common metaphor used for “wisdom” in early Judaism, though he 
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will set in—“a time of distress such as never occurred ” But in the midst of 
this tribulation, a remnant will remain and “be rescued” (Dan 12:1)  They will 
eventually be resurrected, and those who have understanding will “shine 
brightly” (Dan 12:2-4)  The end-time events in Daniel 11–12 largely comprise 
the rise and fall of kings and the antagonism of Antiochus IV (the Seleucid 
king) and a latter-day opponent (Dan 11:36-45)  It is not entirely clear whether 
or not Antiochus IV should be identified with the figure in Daniel 11:36-45  
At the very least, Antiochus IV certainly functions as a precursor to or type 
of this antagonist 

Table 8.1

Daniel 11:31, 36; 12:10 2 Thessalonians 2:3-4

“Forces from him will arise, desecrate the sanctuary 
fortress, and do away with the regular sacrifice . . . 
they will set up the abomination of desolation”  
(Dan 11:31).

“He will exalt and magnify himself above every god 
and will speak monstrous things against the God of 
gods” (Dan 11:36).

“Let many choose and be made white and be refined 
and the lawless act lawlessly [anomēsōsin anomoi]. 
And the lawless [anomoi] will not understand, and 
the intelligent will understand” (Dan 12:10 lxx 
Theodotion).

 “And the man of lawlessness [anthrōpos tēs anomias] is 
revealed, the son of destruction, who opposes and 
exalts himself above every so-called god or object of 
worship, so that he takes his seat in the temple of God, 
displaying himself as being God.”

In the immediate context of Daniel 11:36-45, a final opponent of God be-
sieges the covenant community  Daniel 11:36, to which Paul directly alludes in 
2 Thessalonians 2:3-4, characterizes the opponent in stunning terms: “Then the 
king will do as he pleases, and he will exalt and magnify himself above every 
god and will speak monstrous things against the God of gods; and he will 
prosper until the indignation is finished, for that which is decreed will be done” 
(cf  Dan 2:8, 11, 25; 8:9-12; Is 14:12-14)  We learn that this figure will commit great 
blasphemy by “exalting and magnifying himself above every god ” In other 
words, he places himself on a pedestal above God  Not only does this opponent 
promote himself above God, he also disparages God by “speaking monstrous 
things against the God of gods ” Paul is asserting in 2 Thessalonians 2:4 that, 
while this has not yet happened, it will assuredly come to pass at some point in 
the future, immediately preceding the final coming of Christ 
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mystery is often found in conjunction with allusions to the book of Daniel  
Revelation 1:20 is no exception, as Revelation 1:19-20 clearly alludes to Daniel 
2  The conclusion of the Revelation 1 vision comes in Revelation 1:19-20 and 
may serve as a reintroduction to the book  The threefold indication in Reve-
lation 1:19 of what John is to write may represent a further adaptation of Reve-
lation 1:8b (cf  Rev 1:18a) or a commonly used phrase like it: “Write, therefore, 
what you have seen: both what is now and what will take place later ” The third 
part of the formula reflects the wording of Revelation 1:1 and has been com-
posed primarily of terminology from Daniel 2:28-29a (cf  Dan 2:45-47 lxx, 
Theodotion; see table 10 1) 18

Table 10.1

Daniel 2:28-29 (Theodotion) Revelation 1:19

“However, there is a God in heaven who reveals 
mysteries, and He has made known to King 
Nebuchadnezzar what will take place in the latter 
days [ha dei genesthai ep’ eschatōn tōn hēmerōn]. This 
was your dream and the visions in your mind while on 
your bed. As for you, O king, while on your bed your 
thoughts turned to what would take place in the 
future [ti dei genesthai meta tauta]; and He who 
reveals mysteries has made known to you what will 
take place [ha dei genesthai].”

“Therefore write the things which you have seen, and 
the things which are, and the things which will take 
place after these things [ha mellei genesthai meta 
tauta].”

That mystery in Revelation 1:20 comes directly after this allusion to Daniel 
2:28-29 in Revelation 1:19 and can hardly be accidental  The same phrases even 
appear in direct connection in Daniel 2:28-29  Since mystery occurs with an 
eschatological sense in Daniel, its appearance in Revelation 1:20 in an end-time 
context confirms its connection to the book of Daniel  Furthermore, since the 
Daniel 2 mystery is about the establishment of the kingdom, this further con-
firms our argument that part of the mystery in Revelation 1:20 concerns the 
beginning establishment of the kingdom  Perhaps the syntactical awkwardness 
of beginning Revelation 1:20 with the word mystery without any transitional 

18Although mellei replaces dei in most manuscripts of verse 19, dei is present in א* pc (dei mellein), 
2050 pc latt (dei), C (dei mellei). Cf. Josephus, Ant. 10.210. The lxx of Dan 2:29, 45 reads ep’ eschatōn 
tōn hēmerōn (“in the latter days”), while Theodotion has meta tauta (“after these things”), which 
are apparently synonymous renderings of ʾahărē denâ. These renderings in Theodotion appear to 
be references back to ep’ eschatōn tōn hēmerōn in Dan 2:28, so that “after these things” is an escha-
tological expression. The same phenomenon is found in Acts 2:17, where Peter changes the meta 
tauta (ʾahărē-kēn, “after this”) of Joel 3:1 (lxx) to en tais eschatais hēmerais (“in the latter days”). It 
appears the same thing happens also in Rev 1:19.
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verse: “that it would be for a time, times and half a time; and as soon as they 
finish shattering the power of the holy people, all these events will be com-
pleted ” In contrast to Daniel, the angelic oath of Revelation 10:6 reads, “that 
time shall be no longer ” This is not to be understood in a philosophical sense 
that there will be an abolition of time at the end of history, replaced by time-
lessness, as some contend  Instead, the phrase expresses primarily the idea that 
there is a predetermined time in the future when God’s purposes for history 
will be completed 23 The expression could be translated “there will be delay no 
longer ”24 The point is that when God has decided to terminate history, there 
will be no delay in doing so 

Content of the mystery. Delay of consummate judgment. Parallel wording 
between Revelation 10:6b-7 and Revelation 6:11 suggests that the revealed 
mystery in Revelation 10 concerns God’s decree that the saints suffer, leading 
directly to the judgment of their persecutors (see table 10 2)  In Revelation 6:10 
the saints ask “how long” it will be before God brings judgment on their perse-
cutors  The divine response in Revelation 6:11 is that the judgment and the saints’ 
vindication will be for “yet a little time until” the preordained suffering of “their 
servants, even their brothers who are about to be killed even as themselves, 
should be fulfilled ” Revelation 10:6-7 affirms that the final judgment will com-
mence once all believers whom God has decreed to suffer fulfill their destiny 25 

Table 10.2

Revelation 6:11 Revelation 10:6b-7

“And there was given to each of them [the martyrs] a 
white robe; and they were told that they should rest 
for a little while longer, until the number of their fellow 
servants and their brethren who were to be killed even 
as they had been, would be completed also.”

“That there will be delay no longer, but in the days of 
the voice of the seventh angel, when he is about to 
sound, then the mystery of God is finished, as He 
preached to his servants the prophets.”

Apparently, from the saints’ perspective who cry out “how long?” (Rev 6:10), 
the intervening time before final judgment has already been a long time, but 
from God’s perspective it is brief (cf  2 Pet 3:4-9 and Ps 90:4, 13)  The length-

23See J. Barr, Biblical Words for Time, SBT 33 (London: SCM Press, 1962), p. 76.
24The verb chronizō has the meaning of delay in Hab 2:3, where the fulfillment of the prophetic vision 

“will not delay” when the appointed time should arrive for its execution (so likewise Mt 25:5; 24:48; 
Heb 10:37).

25Likewise M. Kiddle with M. K. Ross, The Revelation of St. John, MNTC (London: Hodder and 
Stoughton, 1940), pp. 172-73; cf. J. P. Heil, “The Fifth Seal (Rev 6,9-11) as a Key to Revelation,” 
Biblica 74 (1993): 233-34, for a link with Rev 6:9-11.
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anticipates the gospel message  In a word, the gospel stands in continuity with 
Old Testament expectations 

Romans essentially begins and ends with a description of the gospel, forming 
a gospel bookend of sorts (see table 11 1)  In light of the exact language and 
concepts, there can be no doubt that these two texts are organically related  
That much is clear  What is of particular note is the difference between these 
two texts: the term mystery and related language are only found in Romans 
16:25-26  Now perhaps Paul had mystery in mind in Romans 1:1-5, but did not 
feel it was necessary to mention  This may very well be the case  We think it 
more cogent, however, that the term was omitted from Romans 1:1-5 for a 
reason—the apostle wanted to stress the continuity of the gospel message there  
Paul firmly roots his gospel in the Old Testament 

Table 11.1

Romans 1:1-2, 5 Romans 16:25-26

“Paul, a bond-servant of Christ Jesus, called as an 
apostle, set apart for the gospel [euangelion] of God, 
which he promised beforehand through His prophets 
[prophētōn] in the holy Scriptures [graphais], . . . 
through whom we have received grace and 
apostleship to bring about the obedience of faith [eis 
hypakoēn pisteōs] among all the Gentiles [pasin tois 
ethnesin] for His name’s sake.”

 “Now to Him who is able to establish you according to 
my gospel [euangelion] and the preaching of Jesus 
Christ, according to the revelation of the mystery 
which has been kept secret for long ages past, but 
now is manifested, and by the Scriptures of the 
prophets [graphōn prophētikōn], according to the 
commandment of the eternal God, has been made 
known to all the nations [panta ta ethnē], leading to 
obedience of faith [eis hypakoēn pisteōs].”

Romans 16:25-26, though, does not share the same emphasis, despite nearly 
identical language  Paul’s point rests more on the idea of discontinuity with the 
Old Testament: “according to the revelation of the mystery which has been kept 
secret for long ages past, but now is manifested, and by the Scriptures of the 
prophets” (Rom 16:26)  It is not entirely clear why Paul decides to punctuate 
this theme of hiddenness (see, though, our previous discussion of this text),14 
but his emphasis is clear enough  The certain particulars or aspects of Paul’s 
gospel were “kept secret,” that is, the gospel contains unexpected elements in 
the way it is fulfilled (cf  Eph 6:19; Col 4:3)  The manner in which some of the 
events are fulfilled appears to differ from Old Testament expectations 

We can, therefore, say that Paul’s gospel is simultaneously continuous and 
discontinuous with the Old Testament  How these two concepts interrelate is 

14See pp. 95-97 above.
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Table 13.1

Masoretic Text (nasb) Old Greek Theodotion

Dan 4:18 “This is the dream 
which I, King Nebuchadnezzar, 
have seen. Now you, Belteshazzar, 
tell me its interpretation, 
inasmuch as none of the wise 
men of my kingdom is able to 
make known to me the 
interpretation [pišrāʾ]; but you are 
able, for a spirit of the holy gods is 
in you.”

Dan 4:15 (18) And when I 
arose in the morning from my bed, 
I called Daniel, the ruler of the 
savants and the leader of those 
who decide dreams, and I 
described the dream for him, and 
he showed me its entire 
interpretation [pasan tēn 
synkrisin].

Dan 4:15 (18) “This is the 
dream that I, King 
Nabouchodonosor, saw. And you, 
Baltasar, tell the meaning, since 
all the sages of my kingdom are 
unable to explain to me the 
meaning [to synkrima]. But you, 
Daniel, are able, because a holy, 
divine spirit is in you.”

Perhaps Nebuchadnezzar’s dream in Daniel 2 follows suit  According to Daniel 
2:30b, Daniel claims to interpret “for the purpose of making the interpretation 
known to the king, and that you may understand the thoughts of your mind” 
(“thoughts” already in his mind, which may have been more than the mere recol-
lection of the symbolic dream; cf  Dan 7:1)  This verse may reveal that Nebuchad-
nezzar had some insight into the interpretation of his dream in Daniel 2 

Similar to Daniel 4, the king was “was troubled and his sleep left him       
[and he was] anxious to understand the dream” (Dan 2:1-3)  Though Nebuchad-
nezzar withholds the symbolic dream from the Babylonian wise men, we may 
speculate that he may very well have told Daniel a portion of his dream and 
perhaps even told Daniel part of what he thought the dream meant  It is dif-
ficult to say either way, as the text is silent  Nevertheless, if Daniel 2 and Daniel 
4 involve similar content, identical characters (the king, Nebuchadnezzar, the 
Babylonian diviners and Daniel) and the same revelatory framework (both are 
labeled a “mystery”; Dan 2:18-19; 4:9), then what is true of the dream report in 
Daniel 4 could also be true of dream report of Daniel 2 

This discussion of Daniel 2 and especially Daniel 4 is important, since the 
New Testament writers often make actual allusions to the “mystery” in these 
chapters (e g , cf  Mt 13:11; 1 Cor 2:6-16; Eph 3:3-5; Col 1:26-27; 2 Thess 2:7; Rev 
1:20; 10:7; and Rev 17:5, 7)  Thus, the contextual use of mystery in Daniel 2 and 
above all in Daniel 4 likely are formative for the way New Testament writers 
would have understood the term  The hermeneutical upshot of this discussion 
is how Old Testament authors perceive their own words  If king Nebuchad-
nezzar possessed a portion of the interpretation of his dream before Daniel 
provided the fuller interpretation, then it may not be a stretch to conclude that 
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